ix, y, z) = (z, y, x).
Power-associative antiflexible algebras have been studied by the author [3] and Kosier [2] .
As a matter of terminology, we shall define an algebra as a finite dimensional vector space on which a multiplication is defined in which both distributive laws are satisfied. If A is an algebra over a field F of characteristic not two, then A has an attached algebra A + which is the same additive group as A but the multiplication x-y of A+ is defined by (2) x-y = (xy + yx)/2.
In any algebra x" is inductively defined by x1 = x and x* = x*_1x. An algebra is power-associative if xaxh = xa+h for all a, b. The associator (x, y, z) is defined as ixy)z -xiyz) and the commutator (x, y) is defined as xy-yx. For our purposes, A is nodal if every member of A can be written as a-l+z with z nil in A+.
Since we are not assuming power-associativity, we will define the radical as the maximal ideal of A which is nil in A+. An algebra is semisimple if its radical is zero. An algebra is simple if it is semisimple and if it contains no proper ideals. It should be clear that, in the case of power-associative antiflexible algebras, these definitions are equivalent to the ones in [2], [3] .
In §2 we will construct for each prime p^O, 2 a simple, nodal, p-dim. antiflexible algebra Ap of char, p which satisfies the following conditions: (3) x°xb = x"+b lor a A-b < p and x in Ap (4) xaxv~a ^ xv~a x" for some x in Ap.
It is known that when the characteristic is zero, an antiflexible algebra that satisfies (x, x, x) =0 is power-associative
[2]. In §3 remarks are made that extend known structure theorems to antiflexible algebras that satisfy (x, x, x) =0.
2. Construction and properties of Ap.
Definition
1. Given a field F of characteristic p^O, 2; consider the vector space Vp spanned by 1, x, • • • , xp_1 over P. The algebra Ap will be defined as this vector space with multiplication determined by the following:
where a is a fixed nonzero element in F.
To prove that Ap is antiflexible, we first observe that the associator Therefore, our proof is complete when we show that (9) holds for basis elements of Ap. If any of u, v or w is 1, (9) holds so let ra = xa, v = xb and w = xc and let n = a + b+c. We then have (10) (x"-c, xc) + ixn~a, x°) + ixn~b, xb) = 0.
If nj^p, (10) is obviously satisfied by Definition 1. For n = p, we have 2ca-l+2aa-l+2&a-l which is 0.
3. The structure of antiflexible algebras with (x, x, x)=0. With only slight changes, the structure theorems in [2] and [3] can be proved for antiflexible algebras with (x, x, x) = 0. The only identities used to prove these theorems are (x, y, z) = (z, y, x) and (x, x, x) =0 or linearizations of these identities. Power-associativity was only used to guarantee the existence of idempotents in simple and semisimple algebras. This can be accomplished with our definitions of simple and semisimple by noting that if A is antiflexible and satisfies (x, x, x) =0 then A+ is Jordan. Hence, A+ is power-associative.
If A is semisimple then there exists an idempotent e in A+. Clearly, e is an idempotent in A.
